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MINSTER’S LETTER 

Dear Friends, 

At our recent District Synod, our Chair of District, Roger 
Walton, introduced to us an attractive postcard-sized statement 
entitled “A Methodist Way of Life”.  It contains a series of 
statements and questions under the four “Our Calling” 
headings, to aid our conversation and accountability about how 
we live out our Christian calling. The District Office has been 
inundated with requests for copies of the postcard, and I have 
put in an order for us at Lidgett, and I will make them available 
when they arrive! 

Roger encouraged us to use these sets of affirmations and 
questions to prompt us to reflect on our own life of faith and 
action, either on our own, with another, or in a small group. Part 
of the original genius of the Methodist movement was the way 
that members of the church were put together in small groups 
(called Classes and Bands) for mutual encouragement and 
challenge.  Many years ago, I wrote a dissertation which in part 
reflected on that part of Methodist history – as I found that 
aspect of our Methodist inheritance very exciting and 
challenging myself. 

I am wondering how might we use this idea today, to re-
invigorate our own discipleship and to have something of a 
disciplined spiritualty to offer to others as part of the Way to live 
out a life of Christian Faith? 

Would you be interested in being part of a small group of 
people, whom you feel you can trust to share in conversation 
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together about your own sense of calling, discipleship, prayer 
and action?  How might we go about providing that structure if 
people of this church wanted something like that?  As they 
say in the civil service: “let me know your thoughts…..” 

Love and Peace, 

Robert 

WORSHIP IN OCTOBER 

7th	Oct	 	 10.30.am	 Revd	Neil	Richardson	 Holy	Communion	
14th	Oct		 10.30	am	 Revd	Robert	Creamer	
21st	Oct		 10.30	am	 Dr	Karen	Illingworth	 	
	 	 		6.00	pm	 Christ	Church	Halton	 United	Service	 	
28th	Oct		 10.30	am	 Revd	Phil	Chilvers		 Holy	Communion		
	 			 	6.30	pm		 Mrs	Patricia	Davies	 Ecumenical	Service	 		

O give thanks to the Lord for he is good; his steadfast love 
endures forever (Ps 107.1)

THOUGHTS TO PONDER 

This planet is not terra firma. It is a delicate flower and it must 
be cared for. It's lonely. It's small. It's isolated, and there is no 
re-supply. And we are mistreating it. Clearly, the highest 
loyalty we should have is not to our own country or our own 
religion or our own town or even to ourselves. It should be to, 
number two, the family  of man, and number one, the planet 
at large. This is our home, and this is all we've got. Scott 
Carpenter – Astronaut 

Faith is taking the first step, even when you don't see the 
whole staircase. Martin Luther King  

The dead might as well try to speak to the living as the old to 
the young. Willa Cather 
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PRAYER FOR CHANGE 

The prayer for change is printed also in the magazines of our 
ecumenical partners, St Andrew’s and St Edmund’s Churches. 

THE GOD OF SURPRISES 

It was the smell that hit me as I walked past the shops. 
I had my head down and my hands snuggled deeply in my coat 
pocket. 
It was so cold. 
Seeing pieces of card board and a dirty sleeping bag in the shop 
doorway I then knew where the smell was coming from. 
It was the smell of an unwashed person. 
I turned and looked at the huddled body trying to keep warm. 
His name was Robert. He had black ingrained soiled hands and 
nails; his hair matted in a greasy mess. 
I was surprised to find myself stopping and speaking to Robert. 
I really didn’t want too. 
Someone was telling me to do so.  I believed it to be God. 
Robert and I went to MacDonald’s for something warm to drink 
and eat. 
Robert did not say much to me as he ate and drank, relishing 
the warmth. He kept mumbling “She left me for another man.” 
I went with him to St George’s Crypt.  I left him there knowing he 
would be taken good care of. 
I hurried to catch the bus home.  I thought God is so full of 
surprises! 
He made me listen to Him when I least expected. 
Do you listen to God? 
He might give you a surprise too. 
Amen 
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WHAT’S IN THE NEWS 
How to change minds-get off the bully pulpit. Naomi Alderman 
The Guardian 8th Sept 2018 

There has been discussion among the various Christian 
denominations, including the Methodist church, about attitudes to 
gay sexual relationships, recently the question of whether or not to 
recognise gay marriage. This article, written by a Jewish journalist, 
is looking at the disagreements between Ultra-Orthodox Judaism 
and Jewish LGBT groups. It quotes examples where people have 
been humiliated, bullied and ostracised from the Jewish 
community. The point being made in the article is that it is possible 
to take a constructive approach to deeply held disagreements and 
not to resort to such tactics. The example given is a report on the 
way Orthodox Jewish schools should relate to LGBT children 
prepared by Keshet UK (a Jewish LGBT charity) and the Office of  
the Chief Rabbi. 
  
Instead of being sidetracked by Torah verses about homosexuality 
and Talmudic attitudes, the emphasis in the report is on other 
aspects of Judaism that stress the obligation to be kind, thoughtful 
and compassionate to all people. As the author points out ‘real 
change happens not by trying to strip people of the beliefs and 
practices woven through their lives but by easing those beliefs and 
practices into a less hurtful shape, learning to speak the language 
of those who have different views’. The language of compromise 
has been forgotten. We can all ask to be treated well, to be spoken 
to kindly and for bullying tactics to be off the table. 

We may well feel that we have achieved this in Methodism, but the 
fact remains that many  gay people do not feel a full part of the 
church community and in some cases are aware of underlying 
hostility. In some parts of the Christian Church the emphasis has 
been restricted to the bandying of ancient and somewhat 
ambiguous texts set in a context very different from our own and 
the needs and aspirations of human beings seems to have been 
forgotten. 
Editor 
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PROJECT NEWS. 2018 – 2019. 

As a new Project year begins, the committee has already met 
and started to arrange the forthcoming fund-raising events. We 
have tried to offer what is always popular – food and music – 
though not together! 

Once the final costing for the new entrance has been agreed, we 
will know the amount we need to raise for that. When this figure 
has been reached, the fund-raising will then be split between 
Oasis Relief Zambia and Sreepur Village, Bangladesh and will 
carry on supporting these two charities in 2019 – 2020. 

Our provisional calendar, so far, is as follows.  

Sunday September 30th: The Harvest Lunch will have  launched 
the Project and we hope as many of you as possible will have 
attended this popular occasion. 

Saturday November 3rd: Our normal Saturday Coffee Morning 
will be extended to include a Bonfire – themed Brunch. Have a 
late breakfast or an early lunch and choose from a selection of 
food fit for an autumn day. Brunch will be served from 11am to 
1pm. 

Tuesday December 18th: the ever-popular Christmas Concert 
with the Wendell Singers and the YEP Brass Band.  

Sunday January 13th:  stay after the morning service and join us 
for a communal lunch with a hearty main course and warming 
pudding. 

Saturday March 24th: Early Bird Evening Meal : served from 
4.30pm , booking in advance will be necessary. Choose from a 
selection of delicious meals including moussaka, lasagna, coq au 
vin and good old English food.   

Spring Concert: we are still developing ideas for this – keep a 
look out in future Links! 
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July: our well -established Summer Swing Dance with Rebecca’s 
Little Big Band and the Swing Dance Duo at the Queen’s Hall. 
Date to be arranged.  

Winter Warmers Recipe Book: we hope that many of you will 
have seen the notice in the weekly bulletins and that recipes are 
now pouring in! Following on from the success of our recipe book 
in 2014, we are hoping to replicate this with a book of recipes for 
winter food – soups, main courses and puddings. ( If we receive so 
many soup and main course recipes to fill a book, we may retain 
the puddings for another time!) We would love you to give us your 
favourite recipes for inclusion in this; any brief notes on why you 
have chosen this, memories it invokes all add personal touches to 
the book.) We do need time to print and collate all these and are 
hoping to be able to start that in mid-October, so would be grateful 
to receive contributions by then. We can then offer the books for 
sale in time for Christmas. A present with a difference – and for 
good causes. 

Further details of all the events will be published in the weekly 
bulletins and The Link. We are always pleased to hear of any ideas 
you may have for fund-raising, just have a word with one of us. 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

Margaret Farrar. 

On behalf of the Project Group:  Betty Ashton, Kathy Benson, Pat 
Brooke, Heather Crosby, Jenny Dalton, Jan Sanders. 

OBSERVATIONS ON “THOUGHTS ABOUT OPEN WELCOME” 

As my views on the scale, both financial and the necessity for elements 
of the building works of the Open Welcome project are fairly well known, 
may I make a few observations on the latter part of Stan Pearson’s 
contribution “Some Thoughts about Open Welcome” in the September 
2018 Link. 
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Skirting over the possibility  of passers-by being able to see into the body 
of the church from the gates, I find it difficult to reconcile the ability to 
freely enter our church and the 24/7, 365 day usage of hospitals, 
accepting that hospital chapels and prayer rooms have a role within the 
hospital estate and play an integral part not only in the comfort obtained 
in times of bereavement, worry or stress but also in expressions of joy 
and thankfulness after a long hoped for birth or successful outcome of 
medical procedures. 

To ensure continuity of this valued well-being service and to ensure 
availability to all staff, patients, and visitors alike, chapels and prayer 
rooms have to be as readily available as the hospital. Should this be the 
case then, within our local teaching hospitals, the chapels/worship rooms 
are open to hundreds of people each day. Therefore, within a safe 
environment a large number of people are able to access a place of 
peace and contemplation. The hospital chapels/worship rooms will, I 
assume, be funded and maintained, staffed and protected, except for 
voluntary assets from bodies such as  “The Friends” of the particularly 
hospital, from overall NHS funds. 

Lidgett Park has none of this backing and you are probably correct, Stan, 
in that the problems you highlight would, in fact, be problems. The 
property committee is stretched as it is with regard to opening up and 
locking up duties and should the new toilets be provide………? 

Colin Watson 

Thank you for this response Colin. To have the church open 24 hours a 
day all  year round is clearly unrealistic, but the point I was trying to make 
is that at the moment the worship area of the buildings is usually only 
open to the public for approximately 4 or possibly 5 hours a week on a 
Sunday. If the Open Welcome project is to achieve its purpose we should 
give consideration to making it accessible at other times when the 
buildings as a whole are in use during the week. The reference to 
hospitals was simply to make the point that in hospitals experience is 
easier access to such an area is appreciated by people at points of stress 
and anxiety in their lives. I just feel that we need to give some thought to 
how we make best use of the changes we are making. 

Stan Pearson.

To see what is in front of one's nose needs a constant struggle. 
George Orwell 
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JESUS' ONE-LINERS – 1 

Following on from my Meditation series, I am proposing to look at 
some of Jesus' well-known simple sayings – his one-liners. 

Whoever strikes you on your right cheek, turn to him the other 
also. 

Matthew: 5.39 

If you stand in front of another person, and if you are right handed 
as most of us are, and if you try to hit that person on the right cheek 
with the flat of your hand, do you find it easy? As you will quickly 
realise it is almost impossible. The only way of striking the person's 
right cheek is with the BACK of your hand. 

From ancient times, right through to the present, it has been 
considered to be the height of insolence to hit a person across the 
face with the back of your hand. To strike a person on the cheek 
with the flat of your hand is bad enough, but with the BACK!! 

So, what is Jesus saying here? In simple terms, he is saying that 
even if you are subjected to the greatest personal insolence, the 
gravest indignity, as one of his followers you are expected not to 
retaliate. You are enjoined not to trade insult with insult, indignity 
with indignity. Easy to say, you exclaim, but difficult, if not impossible 
(or maybe even undesirable) to put into practice. Why should we let 
people get away with causing us pain and embarrassment? 
Shouldn't we ' teach them a lesson instead, so that they will not do 
the same thing again'? 

To help us reach an answer, let us consider whether Jesus practised 
what he preached.  According to the gospel records he was called a 
'glutton and a winebibber'; a 'friend of prostitutes and the hated tax-
gathers in the employ of the Romans'. And we all know the old 
adage which says that a person is ' no better than the company he 
keeps'. Yet there is nothing in the gospels to suggest that Jesus 
reacted or retaliated to these personal attacks.  
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Yet Jesus is reported as attacking, and being critical of, the 
Jewish religious hierarchy and their Roman overlords because of 
their oppressive policies which impacted on those people 
(probably over 90% of the population) least able to stand up for 
themselves – the poor, the underprivileged, the marginalised of 
his Society. In other words, he doesn't appear to have reacted to 
personal attacks, but he did react, and reacted strongly, to the 
unjust financial and other pressures imposed by the governing 
Elite (Jewish and Roman) on those who could least resist them 
and which left so many well below the poverty line. 

So, there is our answer, at least in part. We are not to be angered 
or to sulk when we suffer personal insults or when work that we 
have done is not, in our view, given adequate public recognition. 
But we are to get angry, and involve ourselves in appropriate 
action, when injustices (of whatever kind) fall on others, 
particularly the poor and defenceless. 

How easy is it to follow this injunction of Jesus? Personally’ I find 
it difficult. Where do you rate yourself on the scale 0 – 10? 

Gerry Leake    

BOOK REVIEWS 

“The Little Paris Bookshop” by Nina George 

The title sold this book to me. I like books. I enjoy reading stories 
and I just love going into bookshops. So when “The Little Paris 
Bookshop” came into coffee morning one month I just had to read 
it. I was not disappointed. When I visited Paris sixty years ago I 
explored the bookstalls on the wall of the Left Bank. The 
bookshop of the story is a barge owned and run by Jean Perdu 
who describes himself as a “literary apothecary”. He knows all 
about books and which ones will soothe or help his customers.   
He seems to be able to be successful but he himself is troubled.   
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His girl friend left him twenty one years before the story begins. 
After twenty one years Jean Perdu opens a letter she wrote to 
him and learns the reason for her breaking off the relationship.   
This galvanises Perdu into leaving his flat in Paris and sailing the 
barge up the Seine, along the canals and waterways to the 
Rhône and Avignon and ultimately reaches Provence, near where 
the ex-lady friend lived. 

This is a very gentle beautifully written story of the bookseller and 
his relationships with the people he meets on his journey. I have 
hardly given the bare bones of the story as I don’t wish to spoil it 
for anyone. It is funny, sad and happy, like life with its highs and 
lows.  Nina George is German and is an author and freelance 
journalist who obviously loves France and knows it well.   I shall 
be on the lookout for what else she has written. 

Peter C. Harper 

“How to be a bad Christian …. and a better human being” by 
Dave Tomlinson  (ISBN 978 1444 703849)  

The title alone grabs your attention but then we learn that the 
author is an Anglican priest who was a house church leader for 
many years before founding Holy Joe's, a church  for disaffected 
churchgoers held in a pub in Clapham, and who is now Vicar of 
St. Luke's, Holloway, a thriving parish church in North London.  

Some time ago we were given information about Methodist 
Pioneering Pathways and here is someone who has found his 
own way to be a pioneer. The book is full of incidents from his 
experience showing how he has been able to engage with a wide 
spectrum of people from all walks of life. He is amusing, yet 
perceptive, about the conflicts many face in finding the relevance 
of Christianity in today's world. 
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THOUGHTS FROM A HOUSE GROUP 

At our last session we moved on to have a look at the 23rd 
Psalm, probably the best known of all the psalms. It is a psalm 
which expresses great trust in God, even when life is hard, and 
right up to that final event which faces us all, the moment of 
death. However, it is a psalm about how we travel and not just 
where we are going. Whatever besets us in life, the message of 
the psalm is that God will be with us, will lead us and restore us. 
Furthermore, to be a sheep is to be part of a community, to 
belong to the flock, a community which is held together by its 
attention to the voice of the shepherd, God. 

One of the things that became apparent during our study was 
that although it is known as the Shepherd Psalm, this is only 
part of the image it uses because half way through the psalm 
the image changes to that of the host, of a God who not only 
leads but also provides for us and nourishes us. God is a God 
who wants us to be fulfilled.  

The session ended with some comments on the subject of 
dying, “the valley of the shadow of death”, and a discussion 
among the contributors to the accompanying CD about the area 
of assisted suicide. Some seemed to be in favour and others 
against. This then stimulated quite a lengthy discussion in the 
group. It is a complex area with many different implications and 
we had differing views. All were in favour of the relief of 
suffering but not all in favour of the active taking of life.  

If you want to know what the author means by the title, then read 
this book and also discover that pioneering can be full of fun as 
well as a big challenge requiring great compassion. 

Margaret Leake 

The person who does not read books has no advantage over the 
one who cannot read them. Mark Twain 
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As a physician I have no qualms about the fact that steps taken 
to relieve suffering such as pain might result in some shortening 
of life, or about withdrawing treatments that are futile and simply 
prolonging suffering, but I could never accept a role in the 
proactive termination of a life. Every person has a legal right to 
refuse treatment and many of the fears that the chronically ill 
have about the end of life could be avoided by a clear statement 
of what they did or did not wish to accept. For the cognitively 
impaired, loss of memory does not necessarily equate with an 
inability to make rational decisions and the wishes of relatives 
may sometimes be more focussed on themselves than the 
patient. It is a very complex issue. 

Who would have thought that the 23rd Psalm would take us into 
this sort of territory? 

Stan Pearson 

WOULD YOU HAVE MADE THE SAME CHOICE? 
 
At a fundraising dinner for a school that serves children with 
learning disabilities, the father of one of the students delivered a 
speech that would never be forgotten by all who attended. After 
extolling the school and its dedicated staff, he offered a question: 
 
'When not interfered with by outside influences, everything nature 
does is done with perfection. Yet my son, Shay, cannot learn 
things as other children do. He cannot understand things as other 
children do. Where is the natural order of things in my son?' 

The audience was stilled by the query. The father continued. 'I 
believe that when a child like Shay, who was mentally and 
physically disabled comes into the world, an opportunity to realize 
true human nature presents itself, and it comes in the way other 
people treat that child.' 
 
Then he told the following story: Shay and I had walked past a 
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park where some boys Shay knew were playing baseball. Shay 
asked, 'Do you think they'll let me play?' I knew that most of the 
boys would not want someone like Shay on their team, but as a 
father I also understood that if my son were allowed to play, it would 
give him a much-needed sense of belonging and some confidence 
to be accepted by others in spite of his handicaps. 
 
I approached one of the boys on the field and asked (not expecting 
much) if Shay could play. The boy looked around for guidance and 
said, 'We're losing by six runs and the game is in the eighth inning. I 
guess he can be on our team and we'll try to put him in to bat in the 
ninth inning..' 
 
Shay struggled over to the team's bench and, with a broad smile, 
put on a team shirt.. I watched with a small tear in my eye and 
warmth in my heart. The boys saw my joy at my son being 
accepted. 
 
In the bottom of the eighth inning, Shay's team scored a few runs 
but was still behind by three. In top of the ninth inning, Shay put on 
a glove and played in the right field. Even though no hits came his 
way, he was obviously ecstatic just to be in the game and on the 
field, grinning from ear to ear as I waved to him from the stands. 
 
In the bottom of the ninth inning, Shay's team scored again. Now, 
with two outs and the bases loaded, the potential winning run was 
on base and Shay was scheduled to be next at bat. 
 
At this juncture, do they let Shay bat and give away their chance to 
win the game? Surprisingly, Shay was given the bat. Everyone knew 
that a hit was all but impossible because Shay didn't even know how 
to hold the bat properly, much less connect with the ball. 
 
However, as Shay stepped up to the plate, the pitcher, recognizing 
that the other team was putting winning aside for this moment in 
Shay's life, moved in a few steps to lob the ball in softly so Shay 
could at least make contact. 
 
The first pitch came and Shay swung clumsily and missed. The 
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pitcher again took a few steps forward to toss the ball softly 
towards Shay. As the pitch came in, Shay swung at the ball and hit 
a slow ground ball right back to the pitcher. 
 
The game would now be over. The pitcher picked up the soft 
grounder and could have easily thrown the ball to the first 
baseman. Shay would have been out and that would have been 
the end of the game. 
 
Instead, the pitcher threw the ball right over the first baseman's 
head, out of reach of all team mates. 
Everyone from the stands and both teams started yelling, 'Shay, 
run to first! 
 
Never in his life had Shay ever run that far, but he made it to first 
base. He scampered down the baseline, wide-eyed and startled. 
Everyone yelled, 'Run to second, run to second!’ Catching his 
breath, Shay awkwardly ran towards second, gleaming and 
struggling to make it to the base. 
 
By time Shay rounded towards second base, the right fielder had 
the ball. The smallest guy on their team who now had his first 
chance to be the hero for his team. He could have thrown the ball 
to the second-baseman for the tag, but he understood the pitcher's 
intentions so he, too, intentionally threw the ball high and far over 
the third-baseman's head. 
 
 
Shay ran toward third base deliriously as the runners ahead of him 
circled the bases toward home. All were screaming, 'Shay, Shay, 
Shay, all the Way Shay’. Shay reached third base because the 
opposing shortstop ran to help him by turning him in the direction 
of third base, and shouted, 'Run to third! 
 
 
As Shay rounded third, the boys from both teams, and the 
spectators, were on their feet screaming, 'Shay, run home! Run 
home!’ Shay ran to home, stepped on the plate, and was cheered 
as the hero who hit the grand slam and won the game for his team 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'That day', said the father softly with tears now rolling down his 
face, 'the boys from both teams helped bring a piece of true love 
and humanity into this world’. Shay didn't make it to another 
summer. He died that winter, having never forgotten being the 
hero and making me so happy, and coming home and seeing his 
Mother tearfully embrace her little hero of the day! 
 
With thanks to Ray Mounsey

MY EARLY DAYS IN METHODISM 
In my early days in Methodism, the luminaries in the Church were 
W.E.Sangster, Donald Soper and Leslie Weatherhead, all of 
whom I met (shook hands with!) when I was a young, somewhat 
inexperienced society steward. Sangster and Weatherhead 
preached at Rosehill and the Queens Hall in Derby and Soper 
spoke to a packed Derby Market Place. A group of us from Lower 
Dale Road were instructed by Derby South’s ‘she who must be 
obeyed’ to congregate by the Cathedral and walk from thence, in 
an orderly fashion, to the Market Place. I was pushing a disabled 
friend of ours in her wheel chair and we were ushered to the front 
of the Cathedral procession. “Sing something Michael,” was the 
instruction, but I was distracted, trying to avoid bumping into folk 
with Dorothy’s wheel chair, and murmured, “O Thou who camest 
from above,” whereupon the merry Methodists took up the hymn 
to the tune Wilton, and walked/marched in time to the words, not 
the time signature (think about it). Thus, a crowd of smiling 
Methodists entered the Market Place. My embarrassment was 
soon dissipated, for Soper spoke for only a couple of minutes and 
he then asked for questions. “I’m a communist,” shouted a man 
close to the podium. “Oh! Are you a Marxist, Leninist or Stalinist?” 
asked Soper. There was a moment of silence, then, to the 
amusement of the crowd, “I’m a communist,” said the somewhat 
subdued man. “Right, then what is your question?” asked Soper. 
The question was answered, and the questions and answers 
continued.  We finished with a hymn after a stimulating hour. 
Michael Bowers 
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SHADWELL METHODIST CHURCH Cafe Morning 10.00 am - 
12.30 pm 

Dates and specialties as follows : 
16th October   Baked Potatoes 
20th November   Soups 
18th December   Xmas Treats 

There is also a wide range of delicious home-baked cakes and 
scones and a variety of styles of coffee.

LIDGETT PARK LADIES' GROUP  
 
Meeting alternate Thursday evenings at 7.45 pm.   Come along 
to hear interesting Speakers, have a friendly chat, followed by 
refreshments.   New members very welcome. 
 
11th Oct.    John Gilleghan describing a new destination "Puglia, 
The Heel of Italy". 
 
25th Oct.    Pauline Ratcliffe is coming again, this time 
recounting "My Indian Adventure". 
 
Lynne and Anne 

THORNER METHODIST CHURCH (Advance Notice) 

COFFEE MORNING 
In aid of Methodist Homes for the Aged and Action for Children (50/50) 

With bacon butties, cakes and produce stalls 

Saturday 17th November 10.00- 12.00 noon 

Thorner Methodist Church Social Centre 
Main Street Thorner (opposite the delicatessen) 

LS14 3BU. 

Admission £1 
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AutopointTroy HAREHILLS
Harehills Lane, Leeds LS8 5JT.

HALTON
Selby Road, Leeds LS15 0QL.

(0113) 264 5826
(0113) 260 8464

(0113) 240 4141
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Offer valid until 31st December 2017.
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FLORENCE HAIR FASHIONS
A	Wella	Premier	Salon	
·	Open	Monday	to	Saturday	Weekly	
·	Perming,	Colouring	and	Styling	specialists	
·	CompeDDve	rates	for	Senior	CiDzens	
·	Special	Prices	for	children	
·	Registered	Hairdressers	–	of	course!	
·	Client	Parking	
·	Friendly	and	Helpful	Experts	
Do	you	have	a	problem	with	transport	or	mobility?	We	operate	an	

en=rely	free	of	charge	collec=on	service	each	Thursday	and	Friday.	We	
pick	you	up	and	take	you	home	again!	
Is	this	what	you	are	looking	for	from	your	hair	specialists?	Then	why	

not	give	us	a	call?	Or	leave	a	message	on	our	aGer	hours	voice	mail	and	
we’ll	get	back	to	you!	

Do give us a try – you won’t regret it! 
145	Easterly	Road,	Leeds	LS8	2RY.		
Tel:	0113	2402	556	

THE TEA COSY + DEMENTIA CAFÉ 

An opportunity for people with dementia and their carers to 
meet for lunch and have a sing-along. Open the first 
Wednesday of every month, 11am - 1.30pm, Lidgett 
Lane Community Centre, LS17 6QP. Tea and coffee, 
homemade sandwiches and cakes, support for carers and 
Singing for the Brain. £2.50 per person including lunch. Call 
Susie Broome on 0113 266 6476 if you require any further 
information. 
Thank you for your support. 
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